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New “Not On Our Watch” Bilingual Citizen Mapping App Launched  
to Report on Current Attacks Related to Extremist Project 2025 Agenda 

 
Tool Allows Easy, Safe, Interactive, and Collective Reporting by Public 

 
A new, nonpartisan, bilingual citizen monitoring tool, the Not On Our Watch app, is being 
lauinched today to encourage public reporting on escalating right-wing assaults on democracy 
linked to right-wing Project 2025, as well as acts of resistance to its Christian nationalist agenda. 
The new app is available at: https://arcg.is/vTyam 
 
Not On Our Watch is cosponsored by The Democracy Labs, the Stop The Coup 2025 campaign to 
fight Project 2025, and the ‘How Project 2025 Will Ruin YOUR Life’ Substack newsletter.  
 

Project 2025 is the US conservative movement’s extremist plan to replace American democracy 
with a Christian nationalist theocracy and strip Americans of fundamental rights. It targets 
vulnerable groups and criminalizes them, including transgender and other LGBTQIA+ people, and 
undocumented immigrants. Project 2025 reflects a blueprint for autocracy. 
 
Not On Our Watch provides a free, easy-to-use, safe, confidential way for anyone with a phone, 
tablet, or computer to help report news and updates on right-wing attacks in key topic areas of 
the Project 2025 agenda. The reports appear on both a US and global map. By mapping acts of 
resistance and strategies to fight back, we can help collectively push back to Stop Project 2025. 
 
“NOOW like democracy is news for the people, by the people and of the people,” stated 
cofounder Deepak Puri of Democracy Labs, who did the tech work for the app. “My hope is that 
people will report what they are seeing so that together we can stop the creeping 
authoritarianism that has taken over much of the media system.” 
 

About the Cosponsors: 
 
Democracy Labs is a hub for ongoing technology and creative innovation that serves campaigns and 
organizations at the national, state, and local levels. Deepak Puri focuses on Project 2025 for Dem Labs. 
 
NYT bestselling author Andra Watkins is a survivor of Christian Nationalism who writes the Substack, How 
Project 2025 Will Ruin YOUR Life to translate Christian Nationalist language in P2025 and the media. 
 
Stop the Coup 2025 is a nonpartisan campaign and online platform for consolidated news and resources 
that is focused on public education and mobilization to Stop Project 2025. The campaign is a project of 
GenDemocracy, founded by journalist Anne-christine d’Adesky. 

http://www.stopthecoup2025.org/

